A much larger class of groups satisfies the analogous property for p -2 or 3, including many of the sporatic simple groups. The classification for p = 2 appears in [3] . The classification for p = 3 is incomplete, but a partial solution appears in [4] For the most part the proof here mimics that in the papers mentioned above. The exception comes in handling certain degenerate cases. This is accomplished in § 4 by first showing a minimal counter example possesses a doubly transitive permutation representation, and then utilizing numerous results on doubly transitive groups. 
. Le£ G be locally D-simple and Δ a G invariant subset of D. Then (1) If H is a D-subgroup of G then H is locally (H Γi D)-simple. ( 2) If a is a homomorphism of G then Go: is locally Da-simple. (3) Let Γ = (Δ) Γ) D. Then [Γ, D -Γ] = 1. (4) If G ά is transitive then (Δ} d is transitive. ( 5 ) If D Γi Z{G) is empty and G ~ {Δ} for some orbit Δ of G ι \ then G is D-simple.
Proof. (1) and (2) 
is connected, \τt\ > 1, so Δ is nonempty. We will show a has the properties claimed in the conclusion of the lemma. . Now <π> is transitive on π so either π g A 9 or π g α σ . If TΓ g J* then J g <π> g <z/ g >, so A = A 9 and therefore a = a a , a contradiction. Thus π g 6*: % so z/ g <7Γ> g (α 9 ) and therefore Jg^. SoΓgαuα*. Further zl ff gα, so α'SC^Γ for CG zί ff . ThusΓ = «U^. From the last remark of the second paragraph it follows that Γ is a component of £& (D) , contradicting the hypothesis that &(D) is connected.
It follows that a is a set of imprimitivity for G D . By 2.2.1, J9* = j) A -a = A -a. By construction, iΓ«zί» Π ^ is empty, so D* -Δ and by 2.1.5, <J> is J-simple.
Finally let β be a set of imprimitivity for Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 are from §2 of [4] . 2.6 is a slight generalization of its counterpart, but the same proof goes through. 3* p-transvections* Let G be a finite group, p a prime. A set of p-transvections of G is a G invariant collection D of subgroups generating G such that for any A, BeD,\A\ = p and <A, JS> is the homomorphic image of a subgroup of SL 2 (p n ), with n and the image depending on A and I?.
If p = 2 then D is a set of odd transpositions. Groups generated by odd transpositions have been classified [3] ; they include the sporatic simple groups discovered by Fischer plus many infinite classes of simple groups. Conway's sporatic simple group 1 is generated by 3-transvections, as is the Hall-Janko group and Suzuki's sporatic simple group. LEMMA 3.1. Let D be a set of p-transvections of G, p > 2, and let M= O^G). Then
This implies (1) GF(p) , such that n = 2 dim C V {P) and P acts semiregularly on V -C V {P). Then G = SL 2 (q), n = 2m, cmd G αcίs m ίίs natural representation on V.
Proof. Let ΰbea basis of V, and GF(r) the splitting field for the representation of G on V. Extend the action of G to a vector space W over GF(r) with basis B. W is the sum of k absolutely irreducible G-invariant subspaces Wi of W. By inspection of the irreducible representations of SL 2 (q) (e.g. §30, [7] ), dim C W .(P) = 1 for all i. Thus as n = 2 dim C F (P) and P acts semiregularly on V -C V (P) 
. This yields (2). Notice that (2) implies J -ICj(x).
Assume yeJis as in the hypothesis of (3). Then for CeA,y fixes C and therefore B(C). So y acts on <(C, ί?> with scalar action on B Π <C, i?>. So 2/ acts on B as on A.
Assume y has order r n for some prime r, r dividing p -1, and C 6 2<X2/) -{A, B). Assume the hypothesis of (4). Let EeA, and C= B(E). Then for a e Q # Π <A, C>, <α> el So A = {<α>: a e Q*}. Let Δ = A u £ ρ . Clearly Q normalizes zί. Further for # = <e> € 1, β e5 _^ A U £ ( <* *> n «>, so as A = {<α>: αeQ f },S normalizes J. Thus X = <A, ΐ?> normalizes Δ. Further X Δ is 2-transitive with Q ά <3 Xj and regular oni-{A}. Therefore, a result [11] of Kantor and Seitz implies X J~L 2 (q). This yields (4) .
Assume the hypothesis of (5). Then there exists ye {A, C) with \yl/l\ = 4 inducing scalar action on Q Π <A, C) and <ί?> Π <A, C>. By (2), a? = ?/ 2 inverts Q and <JB>, SO orbits of x on A have order at most two. Suppose (A ly A 2 ) is such an orbit. Let B 2 = 5(A 2 ) and set X -<A : , J3 2 >. Then 2/ normalizes X with a? inverting Q Π X, soί/ induces scalar action on Q Π X and fixes Ai, a contradiction. Thus y fixes A pointwise and induces scalar action on Q. This yields (5) . Proof. (1) implies that there exists a prime r such that for any B Φ A, a Sylow r-subgroup of G^B fixes only two points. This implies G 1 ' is doubly transitive. So it suffices to proof (1) . But unless p -5 there exists a prime r dividing p -1 and an r-element y e {A, B} fixing A and B with \Iy/I\ > 2. So 4.5 implies (1) unless p = 5 and
It remains to show (6). Assume m(A, C) > 1 and let u -u(A, C).
Suppose u is an involution in / and let (C, E) be a cycle in u and -X" = (C,E). As % does not centralize X, u acts fixed point free on Jnΰ, so as % is odd, u induces an outer automorphism in PGL 2 (5 n ) on X, and thus there exists a 2-element y e X inducing scalar action in GF (5) If (C, E) is a cycle of y in F(x) then ?/ normalizes X -<C, -B> so as τ/ 2 = a; and n is odd, 7/ fixes two points in X Γ) D, which must be C and E. This is a contradiction, so x is not rooted in this manner.
Suppose / has odd order. Then by 4.5, J-ICj(y) for any involution ye (Ά,C) and any C Φ A. So yex τ .
Let u be an involution. We may assume u has cycle (A, B). So u normalizes H, and as /has odd order and x is not rooted in (u, H}, ue H. Thus u e x G . Thus G has one class of involutions, so as x is not rooted, a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is elementary abelian. Walter's classification of such groups [13] implies G = L 2 (5 n ), a contradiction. So / has even order. Thus x centralizes some involution uel; as \D\ is even, there exists R e F(
Consider C G (x) Fix) . Arguments such as in 4.5.3 and in the last paragraph show that nontrivial elements of C (x) F{x) fix at most two points. Let (C, E) be a cycle of u in F(x). We have shown x is rooted modulo C(C) Π C(E), while a? is not rooted. So C(C) Π C{E) has even order and there exists an involution v e C(x) F{x) , fixing C and E, and centralizing u. (2) H~L 2 (q) or SL 2 (g).
Proof. By 4.7.1 there exists a prime r such that a Sylow rsubgroup R oί L fixes only A and JB, and J -INj(R).
Nj(R) acts on F(R) = {A, 5}; so iS^(JB) ^L. IfίΓ^JΠL^l then / is regular on D -{A} by 4.7.2, so [11] Proof. Set P -O π (I). lί P Φ 0(1) let 72/P be minimal normal in J/P, R < 0(7). 72/P is an r-group for some prime r and by a Frattini argument, J = PNj(R x ) where i^ is a Sylow r-subgroup of R contained in K. By 4.9, Nj(R λ ) = LPi where |P X | = g or g 3 , and P λ < iVjίiJi). Thus PP X < J, so P γ ^ P and J = PL. Results of Kantor and Seitz on doubly transitive groups [11, 12] 
is cyclic and inverted by any t e C G (x) with cycle (A, B). As we can choose t eH, and [K, t] = 1, it follows that |C*(&)| = ε ^ 2. Further e(m -l)/2 -|C z (^)
F(a;) | = ε|fΓn L| = ε(g -l)/2, so m -q. LEMMA 
Suppose u is an involution in Z*(L) fixing 3 or more points. Then ueZ*(J).
Further as \D\ is even, if v is a conjugate of u in J centralizing u then we can assume v e L, so v e w* Π C L (u) = u L Π C L (u) = {u}. Thus by the Z*-theorem, ueZ*(J). (
(2) iϊnJΓ=l. is a p'-group, X = P o . Let (C, £7) be a cycle in u and i? e u G fix C and j^. Then [u 9 v] = 1 so v acts on <C Z) (w)> = H and thus also on P o .
v induces an automorphism on 7= U 3 (q) and therefore fixes points [(g + l) e/c + 1]ΞJ mod pq. So P o ζ> is Sylow in P and ^ centralizes P 0 Q, and inverts a Hall p'-group P x of P. Thus P = P, x (PoQ) is nilpotent, contradicting 4.12. This yields (2).
Assume the hypothesis of (3) Proof. Assume g Ξ -1 mod 4. By 4.9, 4.10, and 4.14, C P (x) is a p-group for any involution x e L, while by 4.12, P is not a p-group. Thus L has 2-rank one. Suppose K has odd order. As a p'-Hall group of P has order (g 2 + l)/2, (q 2 + l)/2 is a prime power. Thus # is a prime (e.g. Lemma 3.1, [1] ) P o acts semiregularly onΰ-F(Po) of order q(q 2 + l)/2 -g = ^to 2 -1)2, so |P 0 | = q. Thus Q = C P (w) S Z(P), or [P, w] is a Hall p'-group of P. In either event P is nilpotent, contradicting 4.12. LEMMA 4.21 \K\ is odd.
Proof. Assume K has even order and let u be an involution in K and v a conjugate of u 9 centralizing u, with cycle (A, B) . and
Let P 2 be a subgroup of C P (x) maximal with respect to being normal in Cj(x) and semiregular on F(x) -{A}. Let M/P 2 be a minimal subgroup of Cj(x)/P 2 contained in C P (x). By 4.10, M/P 2 is a p-group and as P 2 is semi-regular on F(x) -{A} of order m = 1 mod p, P 2 is a p'-group. Thus Λf = P 2 (P 0 n AT) =_P 2 M 0 and ^(0?) = P 2 (iV(M 0 ) n Cία?)) = P 2 C L (α?) as F(x) Π F(Af 0 ) = {A^JB}. _So |P 2 | -m and P 2 Q Cp(x) = P. Thus P 2 Q is regular on D -{A}. As % inverts P 2 , P 2 Q is nilpotent and thus contained in Fit(P), the Fitting subgroup of P. So Fit (P) is transitive on D -{A} and nilpotent, contradicting 4.12. 
roof. The proofs of (1) and (2) Proof. If not μ -λ + 2, so ^(42) is a symmetric block design. Further all lines have order q + 1. Thus a result of Dembowski and Wager [8] implies ^?{Ω) is (n + l)-dimensional protective space over GF (q) . As G is generated by the set of elations of &{Ω) commuting with the symplectic polarity <x+->a λ , G = Sp n + 2 {q). The case w = 2 must be treated differently since in this case the existence of D-subgroups isomorphic to U z {q) are not assured. The following lemma treats this special case. Proof. Assume n = 2. Let β,δeΓ, and set X = 1^. We first determine the fixed point sets of elements of L.
If x e </2>* then F(x) = /3 L . If α? e X -£(L), then F{x) = {/S, δ} (j α*7. For if # e i*\α;) is not as claimed, then by 3.3, σ e A a . x normalizes < §, a} ~ SL 2 (q) and centralizes a, so x centralizes σ. Thus a similar argument on <6r, /5> and <σ, <5> shows σ eD β Pi D δ = α*7. If <£> = ίΓ(L) then F(x) = Γ (J (α*7). For arguing as above F{x) -C Ω {x), and
Finally let xeL act fixed point free on Γ. As above This completes the proof of the main theorem.
